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Paper Towel Dispenser Installation Instructions

1. Ensure you have all items needed to perform the installation, including:
a) A pencil and ruler
b) Nine (9) wall anchors for 5/16” diameter bolts which are designed appropriately
for the wall construction.
c) A drill and a drill bits sized appropriately for the anchors.
d) Nine (9) button head bolts 5/16” in diameter, of a length suitable to the wall construction
e) Driver bit matched to the bolt head pattern (eg. Torx or Hexagon).
f) Bubble leveler
g) Pick resistant security caulking and caulking gun.
2. Determine where you want the dispenser located and with a pencil, lightly mark
the wall where the top center of the dispenser would be located.
3. Make a new mark 1-1/8” below the initial mark. The new mark is where the center
hanger bolt will be located.
4. Drill and install an anchor at the location of the new mark.
5. Screw a bolt into the anchor until there is a 1/8” gap between the bolt head and
the wall surface.

6. Hang the dispenser onto the bolt from the top center hanger hole.
7. Use a bubbler leveler to ensure that the top of the dispenser is level and mark the
location of the other eight mounting holes with a pencil.
8. Remove the dispenser, drill and install the other eight anchors as marked.
9. Hang the dispenser on the center hanger bolt and install the other eight bolts
(installation of the two bottom bolts can be facilitated by removing and reinstalling
the tether cable retaining nuts). Ensure all bolts are fastened snugly, and that the
dispenser opens, closes, and locks properly.
10. Apply a bead of security caulking to accepted standards of security and aesthetics, ensuring that fine line such as monofilament line could not be jammed between
the wall and the back of the dispenser.
Examples of pick resistant security caulking products include:
https://www.pecora.com/security-sealants
http://www.surebond.com/secure_institutions.html
https://can.sika.com/content/canada/main/en/solutions_products/sika-markets/jointsealants/02a008/02a008sa56.html
Security Caulking Application Guideline Manual:
https://www.pecora.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/SecuritySealantBrochure.pdf

